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Abstract
Transformer architectures are widely used, but
training them is non-trivial, requiring custom
learning rate schedules, scaling terms, residual
connections, careful placement of submodules
such as normalization, and so on. In this paper,
we improve upon recent analysis of Transformers
and formalize a notion of sensitivity to capture
the difficulty of training. Sensitivity character-
izes how the variance of activation and gradient
norms change in expectation when parameters
are randomly perturbed. We analyze the sensi-
tivity of previous Transformer architectures and
design a new architecture, the Catformer, which
replaces residual connections or RNN-based gat-
ing mechanisms with concatenation. We prove
that Catformers are less sensitive than other Trans-
former variants and demonstrate that this leads
to more stable training. On DMLab30, a suite of
high-dimension reinforcement tasks, Catformer
outperforms other transformers, including Gated
Transformer-XL—the state-of-the-art architecture
designed to address stability—by 13%.

1. Introduction
Transformer architectures (Vaswani et al., 2017; Choroman-
ski et al., 2020b) are widely used in natural language pro-
cessing (Luo et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2018b), vision (Doso-
vitskiy et al., 2020) and bioinformatics (Rives et al., 2019;
Madani et al., 2020; Li, 2019). This success is due to their
ability to effectively model long-range dependencies as well
as scale effectively with data and compute (Kaplan et al.,
2020).

However, Transformers are hard to train, limiting their effec-
tiveness in challenging and noisy domains such as reinforce-
ment learning (RL). Even in the supervised learning setting,
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to ameliorate these challenges, they require a combination
of techniques such as complex optimizers and learning rate
schedules (Dai et al., 2019), special weight initialization
(Radford et al., 2019), and careful ordering of components
such as normalization blocks (Parisotto et al., 2020). Archi-
tecturally, recent Transformer variants designed for stabil-
ity have emerged, introducing new components (Liu et al.,
2020) or replacing the residual connection with RNN-style
gates (Xu et al., 2020; Parisotto et al., 2020). Only with
these recent changes have transformers made progress in
reinforcement learning.

These modifications are not specific to Transformers per
se, but rather refine the general architecture wiring—such
as residual connections and normalization layers—which
can be shown to improve training stability in deep mod-
els at large. More broadly, these improvements are guided
by general principles in deep learning that aim to control
standard measures of stability: conventionally, the activa-
tion and gradient variance (i.e., preventing the oft-studied
vanishing/exploding gradient problem (Hochreiter, 1991)).
However, these measures can be too coarse to capture the
true source of instability. For example, controlling activa-
tion variance at initialization does not preclude instability as
the model’s weights change during training (Choromanski
et al., 2020a; Likhosherstov et al., 2020),. Standard tools of
capturing how the output might change–such as measuring
gradient norms and Lipschitzness–are too pessimistic and
can be difficult to analyze.

This paper makes two main contributions. The first is intro-
ducing the concept of sensitivity, a measure of average-case
instability that captures a notion of how sensitive a function
is to random perturbations of its inputs. Our second main
contribution is a new Transformer architecture inspired by
the sensitivity analysis which empirically reduces instability.

First, we formalize and generalize ideas in Liu et al. (2020)
to introduce an improved measure of stability called sen-
sitivity, a function of architecture that measures the effect
of random parameter perturbations on the output variance.
Sensitivity can be applied to analyze a broad class of ar-
chitectures composed of repeated building blocks of nor-
malization layers, generalized residual connections, and
black-box computation modules such as the self-attention
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in Transformers. Our theory develops a set of properties
and composition rules for sensitivity, which allows us to
analyze the sensitivity of many variants of Transformers.
We show that sensitivity perfectly predicts the ability of
various architectures to solve a synthetic language modeling
task as network depth grows.

Motivated by this new metric, we propose and analyze the
Catformer, a new Transformer architecture based on con-
catenation instead of residual additions. Within the fam-
ily of low sensitivity models, this architecture is the only
one where the gradient variance scales proportionally to
the weight variance, closely matching the regime where
sensitivity analysis applies. We conjecture that this addi-
tional property endows the Catformer with increased stabil-
ity properties. Empirically, we confirm that compared to
Transformer baselines, the Catformer is more robust to the
choice of optimizer and to noisy gradients of the sort often
found in reinforcement learning.

Finally, we apply the Catformer on visual-navigation tasks
from DeepMind Lab (Beattie et al., 2016), a suite of chal-
lenging RL tasks with high-dimensional observations, com-
plex action spaces, and partial observability. We show that
Catformers consistently obtain mean scores greater than 10
percent above those of state of the art architectures designed
for stability (Parisotto et al., 2020).

2. Background and Preliminaries
We introduce notation for defining deep neural networks
such as the Transformer (Section 2.1), and review existing
methods of capturing the instability of training (Section
2.2).

2.1. Architectures

We consider deep neural networks defined by repeating
equations (1), (2), and (3).

x̂i−1 = norm(xi−1) (Normalization) (1)
yi = Fi(x̂i−1) (Module) (2)

xi =

{
xi−1 ⊕ yi (Combination, pre-norm)
x̂i−1 ⊕ yi (Combination, post-norm)

(3)

A network of depth N repeats this block and outputs x̂N .
Let d denote the dimension of module outputs, i.e. yi ∈ Rd.

A specific model can be instantiated by making three choices
(Figure 1):

1. the black-box computation module Fi
2. the normalization placement (Eq. (3))
3. a combination function ⊕ that processes the inputs and
outputs of the module (for example, often chosen to be a
“residual connection” x⊕ y = x+ y)

By varying the components in Eqs. (1) to (3), a variety of
DNN models have been proposed, as described next.

We remark that since our analysis primarily focuses on the
surrounding architecture and not the module, for the sake
of clarity it is useful to think of Fi(x) = Wix as a simple
linear layer.1

Special Case: Transformers They are an instantiation
of this general architecture wherein the modules alternate
between two types of layers Fi(x) = MHA(x) and Fi(x) =
FF(x). Multihead self-attention (MHA) is the characteristic
component of Transformers, defined as

MHA(x) = softmax((xWQ
i )(xWK

i )>)(xWV
i )WP

i (4)

These are interleaved with positionwise feed-forward (FF)
layers using a nonlinear activation function such as σ =
ReLU

FF(x) = σ(xWF1
i )WF2

i . (5)

Additionally, the standard transformer chooses the residual
function x ⊕ y = x + y with either post- (Vaswani et al.,
2017) or pre- (Radford et al., 2019) normalization.

Other Instantiations We note that outside of transform-
ers, neural networks of this form have been frequently used
with other modules Fi – most notably CNNs which use a
convolution module. To improve convolution network scal-
ing, recent works such as Huang et al. (2017) have proposed
replacing the residual combination function with “dense”
connections between layers, which connects the output of
every module to the input of every subsequent module. This
can in fact still be represented by Eqs. (1) to (3) with a
concatenation operation ⊕. These works have demonstrated
that convolutional neural networks can be scaled and trained
more effectively if they contain shorter pathways between
early layers close to the input and deeper layers closer to
the output (Srivastava et al., 2015; He et al., 2015a; 2016).

Such ideas can be directly transferred to the transformer
setting. Recent work on GTrXL (Parisotto et al., 2020)
and Transformers with Depth-wise LSTMs (Xu et al., 2020)
replaced the standard transformer residual combination func-
tion x ⊕ y = x + y with RNN-based gating mechanisms
which function as learned weighted combination functions.

2.2. Theoretical metrics for stability

We summarize here several theoretical lenses via which
to view network stability. The main source of instability
in training neural networks comes from excessively large
function values or gradients. To capture this instability, espe-
cially at model initialization, one can measure the magnitude

1For brevity and clarity, all linear layers are described without
an explicit bias term; adding one does not affect the analysis.
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Figure 1. We analyze architectures of repeated blocks, composed of a choice of normalization layer placement (Left: post-norm, Middle:
pre-norm), black-box module, and combination function ⊕.

of the activations or gradients, averaged over random inputs,
weights, or perturbations. This motivates three classes of
metrics: activation variance, gradient variance, and output
change.

Activation variance The most direct measure of insta-
bility is activation variance, the variance of the interme-
diate outputs yi of the model, which can be defined as
Var(‖yi‖22/d). If this variance is high, then the magni-
tude of the activations (i.e., elements of yi) can vary widely,
leading to unstable model outputs.

A well-established guideline in neural network design is
keeping this activation variance controlled through the depth
of a network, commonly achieved through careful initializa-
tion (He et al., 2015b; Glorot & Bengio, 2010). For example,
a fundamental result is that any weight matrix W ∈ Rm×n
W projecting dimension m→ n should be initialized with
i.i.d. entries of variance proportional to 1

n , so that if input
x has variance 1 then (Wx)i =

∑
jWijxj has variance

O(1) (where the constant may change depending on the sub-
sequent non-linear activation function) (Glorot & Bengio,
2010).

A second common theme in deep learning theory and archi-
tecture design is handling the fact that residual connections
increase the activation variance: Var(x+F (x)) ≈ 2Var(x)
if F (x) is variance-preserving and decorrelates the output
from input. The role of normalization layers (such as Batch-
Norm (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015) or LayerNorm (Ba et al.,
2016)) is largely to control this issue, and other architec-
tures that do not involve normalization are motivated chiefly
by controlling activation variance. For example, the recently
proposed RescaleNet (Shao et al., 2020) addresses this by

weighting the residual function from x+y to
√

i−1
i x+

√
1
i y

in order to keep the activation variance constant after the
residual. Note that such a re-weighting of the residual func-
tion falls under our framework, as it can be viewed as a
different instantiation of the ⊕ combination function.

Intuitively, controlling activation variance is particularly
important for Transformer models, because the recurring
self-attention layer (4) involves the softmax function which
is highly sensitive to the input “temperature” or vari-
ance (Vaswani et al., 2017).

Gradient variance While controlling activation variance
most directly affects stability by ensuring the magnitude of
intermediate activations are controlled in the forward pass,
one can also ensure that the magnitude of the gradients is
controlled during the backward pass. More precisely, the

gradient variance is Var
∥∥∥∂f(θ)∂θi

∥∥∥2
2
, where θi is the set of

parameters of the i-th layer. This variance should not grow
or shrink exponentially with the depth i, since the former
causes instability and the latter prevents effective training
with gradient descent. Failure to control this quantity is of-
ten referred to as the “exploding/vanishing gradients” (EVG)
problem (Hochreiter, 1991), which can occur in long com-
putation graphs for recurrent or deep networks. Ensuring
that a proposed model does not suffer from EVG tradition-
ally requires analyzing by hand the backward pass of the
model, a problem which can be alleviated by our sensitivity
framework (Theorem 1).

Output change Although activation and gradient vari-
ance are the primary measures of the stability of a randomly
initialized network, some works have noticed that it can be
helpful to directly control for the amount that a network’s
output changes in response to a change in the input. For ex-
ample, (Zhang et al., 2019) design an initialization scheme
so that the overall model’s output changes by O(1) after a
step of gradient descent.

The notion of amplification that (Liu et al., 2020) investi-
gate is another type of output change: loosely speaking,
this idea is about how much a small (random) perturba-
tion to the weights is increased through the network. They
heuristically and empirically show that a pre-norm residual
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Transformer “amplifies” perturbations by a smaller factor
than a post-norm one, and argue that this helps explain the
greater stability of pre-norm architectures. Our definition
of sensitivity is based upon this idea, and we discuss the
relation to amplification in depth in Appendix A.

3. Sensitivity
We define our core notion of the sensitivity of a model in
Section 3.1. Section 3.3 fleshes out theoretical properties
of sensitivity, including composition rules that allow it to
be easily computed. Section 3.4 illustrates an example of
how to use these properties to calculate the sensitivity of
the most common architecture, the pre-norm residual net-
work. Section 3.5 provides results showing the calculated
sensitivities of several established architectures. Finally,
Section 3.6 discusses the deeper consequences of sensitiv-
ity, especially how it ties together the stability metrics of
activation variance, gradient variance, and output change.

3.1. Sensitivity

Sensitivity is motivated by the observation that even when
a model has controlled activation variance at initialization,
it might become unstable as model parameters change dur-
ing training. Sensitivity captures this rate of change in an
average sense. Informally, sensitivity is the variance of the
change in output when randomly initialized parameters are
perturbed a small amount in a random direction.

Sensitivity is formally defined in Definition 1. We also de-
fine Vp[f(θ)] to be the second moment Eθ∼p(θ)[‖f(θ)‖22].2

Definition 1 (Sensitivity). Let f(u, v) be a function of some
(vector) inputs and p(u, v) be a distribution over these inputs
such that each (scalar) input is independent.

The sensitivity of f with respect to u and p, denoted Su,p[f ],
is

1

Vp[f(u, v)]
lim
δ→0

1

δ2
E(u,v)∼p(u,v)

ũ∼p(u)

[
‖f(u+ δũ, v)− f(u, v)‖22

]
When p(θ) or W are understood from context, they can be
omitted from the subscript.

To illustrate Definition 1, suppose we have a model f(θ;x)
of parameters θ and inputs x, along with a canonical dis-
tribution over each (e.g. x sampled from i.i.d. Gaussian
and θ chosen so that the model is variance-preserving at
every layer). The idea behind sensitivity is to measure the
following process: (1) initialize the parameters θ randomly
and pass in random inputs x (2) perturb the parameters θ

2We use Var to denote variance and V for this second moment;
note that they coincide for 0-mean random variables, which is
usually the case in our setting (i.e., for intermediate computations
of neural network architectures).

by an independent amount from the same distribution, and
(3) measure the difference in output before and after the
perturbation. Normalizing appropriately, this quantity is
described exactly by Sθf(θ;x). For example, Sxi,Sx̂i,Syi
are the sensitivities of the intermediate outputs of an archi-
tecture defined by Eqs. (1) to (3) in this sense.

3.2. Discussion

3.3. Properties of Sensitivity

We first show an alternate characterization of sensitivity as a
type of expected gradient (Proposition 1), which is useful for
proving modularity properties of sensitivity (Propositions 2
and 3). For simplicity and clarity, these properties are stated
for the case when the sensitivity is taken with respect to all
inputs of a function (i.e., W = θ in Definition 1). In the
case of a neural network, this can be thought of as when
both the weights θ and the inputs x are perturbed.
Proposition 1.

Sp[f(θ)] = Vp[f(θ)]−1
∑
θk

Vp(θk)Vp(∇θkf)

where the sum is over individual (scalar) parameters θk ∈ θ.
Proposition 2 (Composition rules). Sensitivity satisfies sev-
eral local composition rules, including:

• Identity S[θ] = 1.

• Sum If∇f(θ) and∇g(θ) are uncorrelated given θ ∼
p, then S[f(θ) + g(θ)] = Sf Vf

Vf+Vg + Sg Vg
Vf+Vg .

• Product For disjoint sets of parameters θ1, θ2,
S[f(θ1)g(θ2)] = S[f(θ1)] + S[g(θ2)].

• Chain rule S[f ◦ g] = S[f ]S[g].

Proposition 3 (Invariance rules). Sensitivity is invariant to
the following transformations:

• Normalization If y = norm(x) then Sy = Sx.

• Reparameterization Consider the function g(θ′) =
f(cθ′) with distribution q(θ′) = p( 1cθ

′). Then
Sθ′,qg(θ′) = Sθ,pf(θ).

To understand the Reparameterization rule, note that al-
though the distributions of g and f are identical, some quan-
tities such as the gradients to the parameters become scaled.
However, the sensitivity is invariant. Beyond a global scalar
c, this rule applies more generally if each individual param-
eter θk ∈ θ is rescaled by a separate ck.

Finally, there is an alternative method to the composition
rules that can be used to calculate sensitivities in special
cases, in particular for any architecture that uses (weighted)
residual connections. An informal version of this property
for two cases was discussed in (Liu et al., 2020).
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Proposition 4 (Layer decomposition). Suppose that x⊕y =
αix + βiy is any weighted residual function where αi, βi
are independent of x, y (but can depend on depth i). Then

S[x̂i] =
∑
j≤i

ρj , ρi =
β2
i Vyi
Vxi

S[Fi]

Note that ρi is a local quantity about layer i. Thus, Propo-
sition 4 shows that sensitivity can be calculated for some
architectures by calculating ρi locally, which is sometimes
easier than following the composition rules.

3.4. Example: pre-norm residual network

We present a simple example of how to use the properties of
sensitivity to calculate the sensitivity of the most ubiquitous
deep neural network architecture. The pre-norm residual
network (He et al., 2016; Radford et al., 2019) is defined by
equations Eqs. (1) to (3). Let the input be denoted x0 = x̂0
with unit variance. For simplicity, let the module be a linear
layer Fi(x) =Wix with no bias, where the parameters Wi

are initialized to be variance-preserving (i.e., i.i.d. entries
with variance 1/d)3. We will calculate the sensitivities of
this architecture with respect to the parameters Wi.

Method 1 First, we calculate the variances:

• Vx̂i−1 = 1 (definition of normalization)
• Vyi = 1 (variance-preserving module)
• Vxi = Vxi−1 + Vyi = i+ 1

Next, we calculate the sensitivities using the rules in Propo-
sitions 2 and 3. Vx̂0 = 0 since perturbing the parameters
does not change the input, and inductively4:

• Sxi−1 = Hi − 1 (inductive hypothesis)
• Sx̂i−1 = Hi − 1 (Normalization)
• Syi = SWi + Sx̂i−1 (Product) = Hi (Identity)
• Sxi = (Hi − 1) i

i+1 +Hi
1
i+1 = Hi+1 − 1 (Sum)

Method 2 Because ⊕ uses an addition here, we can use
Proposition 4 as a shortcut. By the previous variance cal-
culations, we know ρi =

1
i+1 , and summing over 1, . . . , i

gives Sx̂i = Hi+1 − 1.

3.5. Sensitivity Results for Established Architectures

By applying the properties of sensitivity in Section 3.3, we
derive sensitivities for an assortment of previously consid-
ered architectures by varying the norm position and combi-
nation function ⊕. These results are summarized in Table 1.
Appendix C contains derivations of these results and empir-
ical plots confirming the scaling with depth.

3Also note that this ensures that inputs and outputs to the mod-
ule are decorrelated.

4Let Hn = 1 + · · ·+ 1/n denote the n-th harmonic number.

We observe that these sensitivities fall in two categories,
that scale either linearly or logarithmically in depth. Empir-
ically, Liu et al. (2020) suggested that the higher scaling of
post-norm residual Transformers explains its more unstable
training compared to the pre-norm variant. In Section 5,
we find that this trend holds tightly across these two cate-
gories of models, where models with logarithmic sensitivity
can solve synthetic tasks that those with linear sensitivity
cannot.

3.6. Sensitivity and Stability

We now show that our notion of sensitivity is actually related
to the existing notions of instability. Recall that three goals
of stability are (1) controlling activation variance to ensure
that output magnitudes remain stable through the model,
(2) calculating the scaling of gradient variance through
depth to ensure that gradients do not vanish or explode,
and (3) analyzing output change to understand when the
model is stable under parameter perturbations. Surprisingly,
sensitivity connects these three notions of stability:

Theorem 1. For any architecture that preserves activation
variance through the depth of the network, the gradient
variance at depth i is proportional to Sxi − Sxi−1.

Theorem 1 says that sensitivity, a measure of output change,
reveals the exact gradient variance scaling in depth, when
activation variance is controlled. Thus all three measures
can be tightly linked through the lens of sensitivity analysis.

We further note that Theorem 1 can be combined with Propo-
sition 4 to show that the gradients to layer i are proportional
to ρi, which is a completely local quantity that is often
easy to calculate (e.g. Section 3.4). In contrast, the tradi-
tional approach of calculating gradient variance by hand
can be difficult to analyze through normalization layers and
complicated combination functions. For example, Liu et al.
(2020) devote analysis to showing that gradient norms in a
pre-norm residual network do not vanish through depth. By
contrast, our Theorem 1 immediately reveals that they in
fact increase slightly through depth at the exact rate of 1/i.

4. The Catformer
Our modular definition of sensitivity (Section 3) motivates
the search for new architectures with low sensitivity. One
key component is the combination function, which tradition-
ally is addition. In this section, we explore an alternative:
concatenation, which more naturally preserves information
across the layers. In particular, we propose the Catformer
architecture that replaces the addition combination x + y
with the concatenation concat[x, y].
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Table 1. Stability metrics for several architectures: (i) Weight variance needed for stable activation variance (ii) Gradient variance to layer
i (iii) Sensitivity

Name x⊕ y Norm Weight var. Layer i Sensitivity
position for stable gradient var. S[f(θ)]

activation var.

Feedforward y any O(1) O(1) N
Residual x+ y no-norm 0 O(1) N/2
Vaswani et al. (2017) post-norm O(1) O(1) N/2
He et al. (2016); Radford et al. (2019) pre-norm O(1) O(1/i) log(N)

Weighted residual (1− g)x+ gy post-norm O(1) O(1) N · g2

g2+(1−g)2

pre-norm O(1) O(1) N · 1− (1− g)2

GTrXL (Parisotto et al., 2020) (1− σ(·))x+ σ(·)y pre-norm O(1) O(1) ≈ 0.22N

RescaleNet (Shao et al., 2020)
√

1− 1
i
x+

√
1
i
y any O(1) O(1/i) log(N)

AdMin (Liu et al., 2020) wix+ y post-norm O(1) O(1/i) log(N)

Catformer (ours) concat[x, y] any O(1/i) O(1/i) log(N)

4.1. Motivation: The Concatenation Combination

The composition rules of sensitivity (Section 3.3) allow us to
derive sensitivities for architectures other than the addition-
based combination functions previously considered. In
particular, we derive the sensitivity of the concatenation
combination function. As Table 1 shows, this model is also
in the family of low sensitivity architectures.

However, this model is distinguished from the other low
sensitivity architectures by the property that its dimension
increases through depth. This turns out to have concrete im-
plications for its stability. In particular, its gradient variance
scales proportionally to the weight variance, as a function
of depth: Var[∇θif ] ∝ Var[θi]. In other words, the 4th and
5th column in Table 1 are proportional.

This property connects sensitivity to the optimization dy-
namics of the model. In the context of training with gradient
descent, the model parameter θ is perturbed by an amount
proportional to its gradient: θ(k+1) ← θ(k)−η∇θf . If each
layer has gradient variance proportional the weight variance,
then this perturbation of θ matches the perturbation in the
definition of sensitivity (recall that in Definition 1, W is
perturbed by δW ′ with W ′ coming from the same distri-
bution as W). This is the regime where sensitivity analysis
(Section 3) applies. We conjecture that models with low
sensitivity and whose gradient variance scales proportion-
ally to the weight variance will thus see increased stability
benefits during optimization.

Note that the gradient variance can be immediately cal-
culated from the sensitivities by Theorem 1. The weight
variance is also easy to calculate, as it must be inversely
proportional to the fan-in dimension to control activation
variance (Section 2.2). These quantities are reported in
Table 1 along with the sensitivities.

The connection between gradient variance, weight variance,
and gradient descent suggests that using the concatenation

combination function ⊕, the only low-sensitivity model
with this additional property, may be more stable than other
low-sensitivity architectures on real optimization problems.

4.2. The Catformer

Based on the previous observation, we propose a new Trans-
former variant following the architecture structure of Sec-
tion 2.1 and simply using x⊕ y = concat[x, y]. We call the
resulting architecture model the Catformer. Because the
Catformer has the property that the dimension of the state
passed between the modules (Fig. 1) grows with depth, we
now discuss controlling the network size and the initializa-
tion.

Network size As concatenation increases the activation size,
in order to fairly compare to other Transformer architectures,
we control the number of parameters by adjusting the fea-
ture size and intermediate dimensions in the FF and MHA
modules. We keep the dimension of yi (equation (2)) to a
constant m for all layers, so the size of the outputs xi are
i ·m. Thus the FF and MHA modules must project the input
from dimension i ·m→ m. We set a feedforward expansion
factor ef so that the weight matrices in Eq. (5) have dimen-
sions WF1

i ∈ Rim×efm and WF2
i ∈ Refm×m. Similarly,

we set an attention expansion factor ea so that the matrices
in Eq. (4) have dimensions WQ

i ,W
K
i ,W

V
i ∈ Rim×eam

and WP
i ∈ Ream×m.

Appendix D discusses how to set the factors ea, ef and the
dimension m to match the parameter count of Catformer
with standard Transformer variants.

Initialization Because these matrices in the FF and MHA
modules are non-square, popular initialization schemes may
have different behavior. We use Kaiming init. (He et al.,
2015b) so that a linear layer of dimension d1 → d2 has
variance 1

d1
to control activation variance, instead of Xavier
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init. (Glorot & Bengio, 2010) that sets variance 2
d1+d2

.

5. Experiments
We validate our theory of sensitivity and our proposed Cat-
former architecture in three ways:

1. We train a variety of transformer architectures varying
the normalization and combination function (Table 1),
and find that sensitivity strongly predicts a model’s abil-
ity to solve a standard synthetic task testing memory
(Sec. 5.1).

2. We investigate regimes with noise , which more directly
model the perturbation interpretation of sensitivity, and
find that Catformer is considerably more robust than the
other low sensitivity methods (Section 5.2).

3. We train models with deep RL, a noisy setting where
vanilla transformers are notoriously difficult to train, and
validate that Catformer successfully mitigates the sta-
bility challenge and outperforms the previous state-of-
the-art architecture, GTrXL (Parisotto et al., 2020) (Sec-
tion 5.3).

5.1. Synthetic Language Modeling

Task We use a standard synthetic memorization task pop-
ular for benchmarking the ability of sequence models to han-
dle complex long-range dependencies. Following (Kitaev
et al., 2020), the input is a sequence of the form WZWZ,
where W ∈ {1, . . . , V − 1}+ is a sequence of symbols of
length uniformly random in [1, L2 − 1] and Z ∈ {0}+ pads
the sequence to the target sequence length L. Models are
trained with a language modeling objective, where the goal
is to autoregressively predict the second half of symbols.
We use V = 64 and L = 512 in our experiments.

Because we are in particular interested in the effect of depth
on Transformer training instability, we increase the difficulty
of this task in a way that biases models to prefer being
deeper. We fix a permutation π, chosen to be the bit reversal
permutation, which can be represented by a sorting circuit
of depth log(N) (Dao et al., 2019). Thus, this permutation
can be learned by a model of depth O(log(N)), where each
layer needs only to learn a simple structured permutation.

Models We use N = 2, 4, and 6 layer Transformer archi-
tectures. All models use pre-LayerNorm unless otherwise
specified. For all baselines with constant dimension size in
their layers (i.e. all models except Catformer), we use the
standard Transformer architecture with d = 512 and inner
dimension 4d = 2048 in the inner layer of the feed-forward
module. The Catformer model is parameter controlled with
the technique described in Appendix D with ea = 2, ef = 4.
Models are trained with the Adam optimizer.

Table 2. Perplexity on synthetic language modeling. (Top): meth-
ods with O(N) sensitivity are unable to solve the task. (Bottom):
methods with log(N) sensitivity are able to solve the task, and
improve with depth.
Layers N 2 4 6

Feedforward 20.0± 7.1 29.2± 2.9 29.2± 2.9
Residual (no-norm) 1.14± 0.1 21.7± 3.9 Diverged
Residual (post-norm) 19.6± 4.6 26.9± 5.9 28.9± 2.7
Weighted g = .5 1.79± 0.9 7.46± 4.7 14.7± 0.8
GTrXL 1.14± 0.0 15.7± 0.9 17.2± 2.2

Residual (pre-norm) 1.29± 0.13 1.01± 0.02 1.01± 0.1
RescaleNet 1.16± 0.09 1.03± 0.03 1.02± 0.00
Catformer (no-norm) 1.17± 0.01 1.06± 0.01 1.03± 0.00
Catformer 1.23± 0.0 1.04± 0.02 1.03± 0.02

Table 3. Models trained with stochastic gradient descent instead
of Adam (val. perplexity). (Top): Catformer, (Bottom): Trans-
former

LR N = 2 4 6

0.1 4.69± 0.21 3.93± 2.14 6.30± 0.91
0.2 3.72± 1.01 1.19± 0.07 1.33± 0.17
0.4 1.57± 0.39 1.10± 0.07 1.04± 0.01

0.1 6.65± 1.51 7.96± 0.51 8.82± 0.56
0.2 4.19± 0.68 6.84± 1.84 5.58± 1.34
0.4 2.42± 0.34 6.79± 5.19 3.53± 1.01

Results Table 2 shows final validation losses for several
models from Table 1. We find a sharp divide between the
methods with high sensitivity S = O(N) and those with
low sensitivity S = log(N).

The high sensitivity methods are generally unable to come
close to solving the task, and notably become worse with
depth. On the other hand, the low sensitivity methods are
all able to achieve near 0 loss, and display improved perfor-
mance with depth.

5.2. Gradient Noise and Alternative Optimizers

Next, we analyze the differences between the low sensitivity
models. Sensitivity measures a model’s tolerance to parame-
ter change, and as discussed in Section 4.1, the magnitude of
parameter change used by gradient descent is better aligned
with the sensitivity framework for models that satisfy an
additional property. Since Catformer is the only low sensi-
tivity model with this additional property, we expect it to be
more tolerant to the choice of optimizer. Additionally, we
expect it to be more robust to injected gradient noise of the
form used in the definition in sensitivity (Definition 1).

Table 3 and Table 4 confirm these hypotheses by comparing
Catformer against the standard residual (pre-norm) Trans-
former; other low-sensitivity models other than the Cat-
former performed similarly to this Transformer.
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Models TrXL GTrXL Catformer
(Dai et al., 2019) (Parisotto et al., 2020) (ours)

Seek avoid 21.6± 16.9 24.5± 0.9 37.7± 1.0
Rooms watermaze 10.3± 8.5 28.2± 1.5 45.9± 3.5
Rooms select non-matching 0.9± 0.8 32.7± 1.5 62.2± 2.8
Explore rewards many 2.7± 0.5 45.3± 2.1 52.3± 4.1
Explore rewards few 2.1± 0.3 29.2± 2.6 37.5± 1.4
Rat exploration 16.2± 20.6 51.2± 0.9 57.9± 0.6

Figure 2. Mean episode reward TransformerXL (TrXL), GTrXL, and Catformer on the vision-based tasks from DeepMind Lab. These
architectures served the function of the RNN actor component of an R2D2-based distributed RL system. We controlled for parameters and
ran all methods with equivalent R2D2 hyper-parameters. We found that GTrXL often failed to learn without gradient clipping, so its
scores are reported as the max across a sweep of no gradient clipping vs. gradient clipping of varying magnitudes. Catformer’s scores are
reported with no gradient clipping. Scores reported across 3 seeds per sweep.

Table 4. Models trained with gradient noise injection (val. perplex-
ity). (Top): Catformer, (Bottom): Transformer

Noise std. N = 2 4 6

0.0005 2.54± 0.48 1.13± 0.11 1.02± 0.02
0.001 3.42± 0.38 10.1± 9.77 1.51± 0.24
0.002 5.61± 0.60 13.6± 4.24 5.74± 1.78

0.0005 5.56± 7.00 1.29± 0.35 12.2± 9.18
0.001 Diverged Diverged Diverged
0.002 179.± 155. Diverged Diverged

Table 3 reports models trained with stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD) instead of Adam. We note that while SGD
is the optimization algorithm of choice in many areas of
deep learning, where it is superior to alternatives when ap-
plicable (Wilson et al., 2018), it is notoriously difficult for
Transformer architectures to train with.

Table 4 trains models with Adam, as in Table 2, but in-
jects gradient noise on every optimization step. While Cat-
former’s performance degrades, it is still stable. On the
other hand, the Transformer is extremely sensitive to noise,
especially as the noise magnitude or depth grows.

5.3. Deep Reinforcement Learning

Setting As a large scale demonstration, we evaluate Cat-
formers on challenging RL 3D visual navigation tasks from
the DeepMind Lab benchmark suite (Beattie et al., 2016).
In these tasks, created using the Quake III Arena Engine, the
environment provides scalar rewards and rich pixel-based
observations to the agent. The agent action space spans
movement in three dimensions and camera orientation about
two aces. The tasks span four distinct groups: object gather-
ing and obstacle avoidance within a static map, navigation
to a goal state within a fixed maze given a random starting

point per episode, goal navigation within a dynamic envi-
ronment procedurally-generated at the start of each episode,
and laser-tag levels demanding that an agent tag NPC bots
reminiscent of standard Quake III Arena gameplay. All of
these tasks are inherently partially observable, necessitating
advanced memory-based representation capabilities.

Results We leverage R2D2 (Kapturowski et al., 2018),
a method for training memory-based RL agents from dis-
tributed prioritized experience replay. We compare canoni-
cal TransformerXL(TrXL) agents and GRU-based GTrXL
agents trained via this regime with Catformer agents and
report results. Catformer-based agents outperform GTrXL-
based agents with an equivalent number of parameters by
more than 13% (Fig. 2). Additionally, we found that GTrXL
agents struggled to learn effectively without the use of gradi-
ent clipping, but Catformer was robust without this addition.
Vanilla TrXL agents struggled to learn, as also observed in
(Parisotto et al., 2020).

6. Conclusion
We propose a new metric, sensitivity, to measure architec-
ture instability. We analyze its theoretical properties, pro-
vide tools for calculating this measure for a large class of
architectures, and show how it ties together existing notions
of activation variance, gradient variance, and output change.
Sensitivity provides a new lens via which to analyze and
design models, yielding a new architecture (Catformer) that
outperforms previous state-of-the-art architectures on a suite
of high-dimensional RL tasks. We anticipate that the study
of this core problem will be broadly useful in understanding
model instability in deep learning. We are excited about con-
tinuing to improve powerful models such as Transformers
for noisy, challenging real-world applications.
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